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503.5.2 Revise 2nd line: “... in accordance with NFPA 211 or local building codes.”

A reference to local building codes is inconsistent with Executive Law §379.

503.5.3 Revise 2nd line: “... in accordance with NFPA 211 or local building codes and shall ...”

A reference to local building codes is inconsistent with Executive Law §379.

503.5.6.3 Revise 5th line: “... conform to NFPA 211 or local building codes and it ...”

A reference to local building codes is inconsistent with Executive Law §379.

ICC Errata to the 2000 IFGC, fourth through sixth printings (updated April 2, 2003); the following were not printed in the FGCNYS:

Table/Figure 503.6.6. 2nd row, insert “over” before 6/12 to 7/12.

Table 402.3 (34). Last row of title, change last phrase to read: “capacities in thousands of Btu/h”.

Appendix B. Title, last line, change to read: “appliances listed for use with type B vents”.

Chapter 7. Under NFPA, title of NFPA 58-98, change “liquified” to liquefied”.

Section 503.5.3. Last sentence (after exception), change the referenced section number to 503.6.5.

Figure 308.2(3). Change title to “Masonry clearance reduction system”

Section 619.4. 2nd paragraph, 5th line, change to read: “... the draft hood or vent instead of ...”

Table 308.2. Replace “0.024” with “0.024 inch (24 gage)” in left column, in items #3, 5, 7 and 8.